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Our charges for a funeral service,
excluding disbursements.
Our fee comprises a number of elements which include a service charge,
bringing the person who has died into our care, the cost of the coffin,
the hearse, and staff required for the funeral.
Additional services, such as limousine(s), printed Orders of Service, ashes
caskets and cremation jewellery are available at supplementary cost.
Please see our price list for additional items for these costs.
Our Service Charge includes our professional services in assisting with
the arrangements including liaison to arrange a suitable reservation for the
funeral; the completion and safe delivery of required statutory documents;
the engagement of and all liaison with the officiant; a local journey to bring the
Deceased person to our Chapel of Rest during working hours; the preparing
of the Deceased person for their funeral including dressing and embalming if
required; visits to the Chapel of Rest at prearranged times within our working
hours; the handling of any flowers and donations; the placement of any
obituary notices; the maintenance of our equipment and premises to facilitate
the arrangements; the provision of a 24-hour telephone service to deal with
emergencies and answer enquiries; and all the advice and guidance we offer
throughout the process and after the funeral has taken place. .................. £1270
We typically obtain the information we require from you to make the
preliminary funeral arrangements by telephone and/or email, and then
arrange a mutually convenient meeting at which we discuss the remaining
details and complete the statutory paperwork. If, however, you would prefer
to make the arrangements remotely, and complete the paperwork during a
brief appointment or by post, we offer a discount on the above, and offer
our ‘remote’ arranging service at .............................................................. £1170
Please note that, under current circumstances, all funerals are being arranged in
this manner to aid social distancing and minimise contact between our staff and
clients, and therefore this reduced rate will automatically apply.
The provision of the hearse where it is met at the funeral venue.................. £325
The provision of the hearse where it is followed from a different address*.. £350

*excluding where the hearse is followed from our premises, where the
lesser charge will apply

The provision of a conductor and four staff
To facilitate a service in a crematorium Chapel ............................................ £510
To facilitate a burial service at the graveside in a Cemetery,
Burial Ground, or Churchyard ...................................................................... £630
To facilitate a service in a Place of Worship or other service venue
and a Committal immediately following ......................................................... £750
Additional staff
If the dimensions of the coffin or circumstances of the funeral means more than
five staff are necessary, these will be charged per additional pair at a rate of
£150-£170, dependent on the chosen arrangements for the funeral.

Where there is a committal on a separate occasion, the staff charge will be
calculated based on the circumstances of the initial service and then the
committal. Dependent on the circumstances of the funeral, it may also be
possible to reduce the number of staff required by using a wheeled bier.
Please enquire for further details.
Please note that under current circumstances, we are using the minimum quantity
of staff required to facilitate the funeral. Prices will be adjusted accordingly.

How much will the funeral cost?
Our charges will be made up of the applicable service charge and hearse and
staff costs, plus your chosen coffin (see our coffin price list for details) and
any supplementary charges. Additionally, you will need to pay disbursements,
third party charges which are outside of Freeman Brothers’ control and
depend on whether the funeral is a burial or cremation, where it takes place
and who officiates, amongst other factors. Please contact us to discuss your
requirements and we will be able to give you a full estimate.

